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STRATEGIC PLAN
Human Rights
Fairness
Justice

Strategic development themes

Mission
The Eastern Community Legal Centre is committed to reform that
achieves equality and social justice within the legal system for
communities and people experiencing disadvantage.

Objectives
»
»
»

»
»
»

To provide free and accessible legal services that
empower clients to meet their legal needs within a community
development framework;
To identify the legal needs of communities experiencing
disadvantage in the Eastern Community Legal Centre region
through conducting research;
To provide an organisational structure, policies and
procedures to support the above objectives that specifically
include processes for strategic planning and evaluation of the
Centre’s activities;
To engage in collaborative partnerships and networks of
agencies to assist in meeting the objectives of the Centre;
To promote awareness of the Centre and its activities within the
community; and
To encourage community involvement in Centre
activities with particular emphasis on a proactive membership.

Strategic directions
»
»
»
»
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»
»
»

Assisting communities and people not currently being reached
(whether by location or other characteristics) through outreach
and service development
Integrating
a
holistic
approach
that
recognise
people’s legal and broader needs and prioritises the most
vulnerable communities.
Developing tools to measure the effectiveness and
efficiency of the work and focus quality improvement
Extend the systemic advocacy with an emphasis on the
opportunities within the connections of the service’s
delivery, development, education and research.

Values
»
»
»
»
»
»

Quality targeted and integrated legal advice and casework
Community Development
Volunteer Engagement
Partnership Development

ECLC’S PLAN 2011-2014

»

»
»

Respect – treating ourselves and others with dignity, honesty
and appreciating diversity
Compassion – being non-judgmental and supportive,
showing empathy
Advocacy – providing a voice for those who cannot advocate for
themselves
Safety – assuring confidentiality, showing courage
Justice and Human Rights – access, equity, advocacy and
empowerment
Strong Governance and Assurance – open and transparent
management and communication
Resourcefulness and Practicality – finding solutions through
working collaboratively
Innovation and Entrepreneurship – encouraging implementing
new ideas and strategies

Priority areas: Family Violence, the Yarra Ranges, Human
Rights Education, Seniors Rights, Cultural Diversity,
Children and Young People.

STRETCHING THE BOUNDARIES
Eastern Community Legal Centre has a catchment area that includes six local
government areas. We believe this is the largest area by population of all generalist CLCs in Australia.
Many of ECLC’s clients are geographically isolated, with little or no access to
public transport. In order to address this problem, ECLC conducts outreach
services in a variety of locations throughout the east of Melbourne. The Centre also delivers
Community Legal Education sessions throughout these regions.
With such a vast and diverse area, ECLC stretches its services to reach across and to the edge of those
boundaries.

1 Boroondara

5 Yarra Ranges

Enhanced Outreach at Ashburton and Hawthorn responds to clients
and communities experiencing poverty and mental health issues.

Council endorses need for local CLC. Older & Wiser for Yarra Ranges
published and launched in Mooroolbark in Seniors Week.

2 Manningham

6 City of Knox

Bulleen Outreach Service returned to BATCH and additional links
built with key Manningham services and council.

ECLC active in key Prevention of Violence Against Women
partnership projects. Close links with Knox Infolink and agencies.

3 Whitehorse
New Sort It! legal service for students established at Deakin
University’s Burwood campus, with strong partnerships.

4 Maroondah
Refugee Action Group, led by ECLC implements youth Refugee
Rights and Responsibilties Workshop in Croydon with 80 young
people and many agencies.

STRETCHING BOUNDARIES
Helen Killmier &
Michael Smith

To talk about Stretching the Boundaries
could be seen as risky in a legal context.
Our Centre both relies on and engages with
the law every day to uphold the rights of
community members and ensure the legal
process is fair for all. Indeed phrases such as ‘stretch the law’ or ‘bend the
rules’ are not approaches we would endorse.
Yet ECLC does work at the edge of lots of boundaries every day. Its
mission, to focus on communities and people experiencing disadvantage
demands that we do. In the direct legal work, the Centre’s community
lawyers (staff or volunteer) give the best professional advice and response,
but also look for how they can add extra support, whether through additional
education, referrals or options to consider. And yes, when the law itself
requires change or challenge, the service will stretch those boundaries too.
In July 2011 ECLC’s Board endorsed a new 3-year Strategic Plan for the
Centre – indeed to set some boundaries. While building on the existing
work and infrastructure, the Plan again set six clear Priority Areas as well as
outlining strategic directions and development themes. The Priority Areas
in particular have been most helpful for setting (and then stretching) the
boundaries of the extensive efforts of all personnel in the organisation.

In Family Violence, both the direct legal assistance (whether at Court,
office or outreach) and the success of the Family Violence Integration
Project and other initiatives have been systematically developed and
been an even greater focus this year. A framework of response including
numerous engagements with prevention initiatives has been articulated as
well as implemented.
The Centre has continued to both work with and advocate for the legal
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and related needs of communities in the Yarra Ranges. Efforts to establish
a permanent base have not yet been successful and will be an increased
focus in the year ahead.
Human Rights Education has remained an area of success and
expansion with ECLC’s partnerships in Western Australia and the
Northern Territory now generating their own local partnerships with
excellent results. Human Rights are Aussie Rules also moved into online
gaming for children, launched by Attorney-General Nicola Roxon in March.
The theme of prevention and response has been prominent in the
Centre’s work with Seniors. As well as the continuing partnership with
Seniors Rights Victoria, ECLC has led the way with the Eastern Elder Abuse
Network, Inner East PCP and other partners in assisting clients directly and
developing community education, elder abuse resources and even an
outstanding short video (shot beyond the MCG Boundary) to increase
awareness of this emerging issue.
The Centre is proud of its work in engaging with the cultural
diversity of its communities. Following the adoption of a Multicultural
Action Plan in mid-2011, initiatives were implemented including
education, events and translated materials. In late 2011 the Centre was
approached by the Deakin University Student Association to establish a legal
service for students on campus. This was supported and implemented very
successfully (with Barwon CLS) because of particular concern around
access to legal help for students from culturally diverse backgrounds,
including international students.
This new service also enhanced the Centre’s work with Children and
Young People. While the YRIPP partnership is at the heart of this work,
a research and development project into youth justice responses in the

You have helped us stretch the boundaries of prevention,
response and support with innovation and flair.

region was completed (with Gateway LLEN) and highlighted further needs requiring improved responses
by education, community and legal services.
While these six areas enable a summary of the priorities and new developments, the Centre’s direct legal
services have a huge impact on the lives of individuals and families in the community every day. There is
major interplay between the legal work and the priority areas, but this work also stands alone, responding
to a myriad of issues as diverse as the clients assisted.
Late in the reporting year, ECLC was offered a contract to again deliver Tenancy Advice and Advocacy
services to the eastern region. This development was most welcome and is enabling the Centre to stretch
its available services for clients in 2012-13. Most vulnerable clients have multiple issues and with clear links
between tenancy, homelessness, family violence and even mental health issues, this program will be a
feature of the new year’s work.
In so many of these areas, the Centre does not work alone. It is understood that the boundaries between
our services can be problematic for clients and the community so numerous partnerships, simple or
complex, have been utilised to meet community needs in the best way possible. In addition, much of the
work is dependent on adequate resources and the Centre now has many sources of grants and funding
to assist in these diverse efforts. ECLC greatly values and thanks all of our agency and funding partners –
particularly when you have helped us stretch the boundaries of prevention, response and support with
innovation and flair.
There have been some key personnel changes this year with some staff moving to new opportunities and
some graduating to become lawyers themselves. Belinda Lo joined the team as Principal Lawyer and has
provided positive leadership in the legal team and across the Centre’s work. The other managers (Leonie
Burnham, Denise Budge and Cathy Oliver) also provide outstanding leadership within and beyond the
Centre’s boundaries every day.
We thank all of the staff for their excellent contributions – their skill, enthusiasm, professional approach
and team work make even the most difficult challenges possible and the ability to find creative solutions
is sensational.

The Board has again worked hard through the year. Their leadership and challenges to the staff team
ensure ECLC maintains its strategic focus and is never satisfied. We thank the Board for their commitment
and insightful contributions through the year.
The community was deeply saddened by the recent passing of Helen Evenden, an ECLC volunteer and
Board member. Helen was an experienced and highly professional advocate and lawyer with extraordinary
passion for her community and particularly for older clients. Helen joined the Board in 2006 and despite
poor health continued to serve until her passing. She was phenomenally courageous and strong to the
end and will be greatly missed.
Helen epitomised the passion and commitment of the Centre’s many volunteers and
supporters. We offer our gratitude and appreciation to the over 100 volunteers who serve
the community in a variety of roles. Each year volunteers are formally thanked at the
ECLC Volunteer Dinner which this year featured human rights lawyer and advocate,
David Manne.
In all areas, ECLC staff, volunteers and the Board keep asking challenging questions, identifying the boundaries to the work and seeking
to stretch these where needed. It is well understood that the
people and communities experiencing most disadvantage
are unlikely to be able to stretch out to access the
services they need – hence the Centre must
stretch to meet them.
We will continue to do so
and invite you to work
with us in that
endeavour.

STRETCHING OUR RESPONSE
by extending help

responses where possible.

The 2011-12 year has been one of significant
change within the legal team but the
practice has maintained its focus on the
most vulnerable members of the community
and stretching the boundaries of these

The second was to the Victorian parliamentary Law Reform Committee
inquiring into ‘sexting’ (the creation, sharing, sending or posting of

With a largely new team of staff community lawyers from November
2011, the service continued its focus on family violence, both in relation
to the Intervention Order Support Service, VOCAT matters and other legal
responses.

LEGAL SERVICES
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Regrettably VLA is no longer to continue its role in this partnership in
the current period. As well as the eight other location-based outreach
services, each with their own characteristics and local partnerships,
the Sort It service at Deakin University was a welcome addition to the
responsive services.

The Centre operated a total of 11 outreach services through the
year. As well as the court, the Family Relationship Centre outreach was
a focus with information sessions and some lawyer-assisted Family
Dispute Resolution services being provided in partnership with the
FRC and VLA.

The proportion of family violence work by the Centre remains extraordinary
and for a significant period the Ringwood Court had the second highest
number of family violence intervention order applications in the State,
despite only sitting two days each week. This placed considerable strain on
the service and continued to be challenging through the year.
As well as the Family Violence Integration Project, the Centre assisted
with the Common Screening Of Risk Framework Pilot (led by Family
Transitions) as well as a Referral Pathway Pilot with the EMR Family Violence
Partnership, both designed to improve the safety and process for people at
risk of or experiencing family violence.

These areas of expertise are drawn upon in the team’s increasing
involvement in community legal education with a wide range of
community and professional audiences and community development
projects. The legal team and community development staff regularly
identify trends and issues through both the legal and community
development work and respond accordingly.

The Centre’s practice work in this area informed two significant law reform
submissions.

sexually explicit messages or images via the internet, mobile phones or
other electronic devices). The Centre was invited to be a witness to the
Parliamentary Inquiry on the basis of its submission.

The first was prepared with EDVOS in response to the Commonwealth
Government’s discussion paper on the consolidation of Federal
anti-discrimination laws, addressing the government’s consideration of a
new category of discrimination on the basis of domestic/ family violence.

The legal team has also undertaken extensive work on infringement cases,
particularly where clients have mental health issues or other significant
issues affecting them. As well as some significant successes for clients, the
Centre has explored and advocated on systemic improvements in this area.

The volunteer and pro bono support is vital
to the Centre’s legal practice.

late 2011 that have impacted some of the client numbers. Finally, a
change in how clients seen at Court are counted has again increased
the casework figures and reduced the number of advices.
The volunteer and pro bono support is vital to the Centre’s legal
practice. This year night service teams were linked with a particular
staff lawyer for liaison and support which has worked well and
ensured consistency and understanding.
The excellent work by these volunteers and partners is central
to the Centre’s ability to provide both a broad response
to legal need and focus on additional support to
vulnerable clients when required.

While the Centre’s client statistics appear to be lower than last year,
this has been affected by three major factors.
First, the service has undertaken much more casework this year
(extended work for one client, usually involving multiple
appointments) with consequentially less advice
(one-off ) appointments.
Second, there were some staffing
gaps for about eight weeks in

STRETCHING PROTECTION
with IOSS

The Family Violence Integration Project
(FVIP) is a partnership project led by the
Eastern Community Legal Centre and
supported by EDVOS, Victoria Legal Aid
Ringwood, Ringwood Magistrates’ Court,
EACH, Victoria Police, Eastern Men’s Behaviour Change Consortium, the
Eastern Metropolitan Regional Family Violence Partnership, Court Network
and funded by the Legal Services Board.
A two-year project commencing February 2011, the FVIP has
identified, explored and responded to the experiences of victim/
survivors of family violence accessing the Ringwood Magistrates’Court for an
intervention order.

»» A more integrated Court Response for victims of family violence

Case Study

»» Increased opportunities for advocating for an improved legal

Mandy became involved with the family violence service system after a decision to separate from her
partner after a violent incident that put both herself and her 2 week old baby at risk. She was advised by
Victoria Police to access the Magistrates’ Court to make an application for an Intervention Order.

“As anxious and as terrified as I was, I feel safe in this space. It’s a huge thing not to have to see him; him just
looking at me intimidates me and makes me shut down. From the moment I walked into this room
everything has worked out really well.”

Mandy made an application for an Interim Intervention Order and went before a Magistrate.

Mandy was able to link in with the Court Applicant Worker and the duty lawyer who were able to provide
her with information, support and advice.

which prioritises the safety of women and children.
response for victim/survivors of family violence

The FVIP has been independently evaluated with very positive outcomes
being generated by the project (the report is available).
The Eastern Community Legal Centre is also happy to announce that the
Legal Services Board has committed to funding Stage 2 of the FVIP which
aims to further develop the collaboration, integration and partnership of
services in the Eastern Region and expand its focus to consider broader
systemic issues related to family violence.

This has led to a number of achievements such as:

Mandy reported that she almost did not attend Court on her return day. ‘

»» Improved relationships and referral pathways at the Intervention

“The whole Court experience was really scary. I really started doubting whether I should go through with it, I really
didn’t want to come back to Court after that but I knew I had to be strong to protect my baby.”

»» The establishment of the Protected Persons’ Space and protocols

Mandy and her mother tried to get as much information about what would happen on her return day as
possible. ‘

»» Improved processes that improve the safety and respect of Court

“I couldn’t afford to get a private lawyer but I didn’t know if I had to. I tried to get information but nobody could
tell me anything definite. My mum was just trying to call people to find out information, in the end it was friends
and family and a neighbour who were able to help.”

Order Support Services at the Ringwood Magistrates’ Court
around its use.
users.

»» Resources developed to increase information about the Ring-

On her return day, the Court Registrar identified that she was feeling vulnerable and referred her to the
Protected Persons Space.

wood Magistrates’ Court and the Intervention Order Support
Services.

»» Information Sessions offered to service providers in the Eastern

Region about the Intervention Order process at the Ringwood
Magistrates’ Court

FAMILY VIOLENCE INTEGRATION PROJECT
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“I was not expecting the Magistrate would have so many questions to ask me. I felt like I was being judged and
that she didn’t believe me and she was so stern. I froze and was only able to give one or two worded answers, so
I wasn’t able to tell her how unsafe we were, so I wasn’t given the Order. It would have been so much better if I
knew what to expect in the hearing, I had never been in a Court before. It was quite distressing not to have the
right information.”

To identify, explore and
respond to victims
and survivors.

“Ever since I entered this space, things have been good. The Court Applicant Worker was very calm and
informative but very strong.
“The lawyer was also really considerate in how she spoke to me and I understood
everything she was saying. At one stage she realised that she had said something
that was confusing and she pointed it out and repeated it in a different way
without me having to tell her I didn’t understand.
“I told the lawyer that there was no way I could be in the same
Court room with him, but after today and all the support
I have had I feel as though I could do it.”

STRETCHING HUMANITY
with human rights

Human rights education –
boundaries and into cyberspace.

beyond

The national roll-out of Human Rights are
Aussie Rules continued with the project
reaching beyond the borders of Melbourne’s east with ECLC partners at
the Darwin Community Legal Centre and Northern Suburbs Community
Legal Centre. HRAR has once again been taken to places far and wide,
including communities in Perth, Darwin and the Pako Festival in Geelong.

In 2011/2012, 2499 young people learned about freedom, respect, equality
and dignity through the program. Over the last four years, a total of 24,033
have experienced the theatre production, workshop or games. This means
an average of 12 Australian children a day are educated about human
rights!
This innovative work is not going unnoticed. Human Rights are Aussie Rules
has been named a Best Practice Anti-Racism Program by the Australian
Human Rights Commission’s National Anti-Racism Strategy.

In March, the reach of HRAR was expanded again through the creation of Handball for Human Rights, a
game which can be played free online or via mobile phone applications.

As part of the program’s long term strategy to diversify income beyond government grants, a small
number of schools were able to make financial contributions to the education sessions.

Created with the pro bono assistance of game developer, Rohan Latimer, Handball for Human Rights
explores the importance of Respect and engages young people to consider how to ward off the ‘bad sport
bullies’ of hate, ignorance, discrimination and fear. The game was launched by Attorney-General Nicola
Roxon and triple premiership player and Indigenous Team of the Century member, Chris Johnson.

While there have been lots of successes, the best thing about 2011/2012 have been the loyal
volunteers. Satbir, Tamsin, Stephanie and Zara worked hard all year for the program, developing the
schools kit, delivering training and assisting with grant application and submissions. Thank you so much
for your creativity and dedication.

ECLC is proud that young people can now take the learning provided through the schools incursion
program home, playing the game with their families. Handball for Human Rights is the first in a series of
four ’apps’ the program hopes to develop for children.

There’s so much more.

To coincide with the game launch, HRAR also went live on twitter and expanded its facebook presence,
distributing a series of five e-bulletins to schools during the 2012 London Olympics.
Other highlights across the year included:

HUMAN RIGHTS ARE AUSSIE RULES
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Named as Best Practice
Anti-Racism Program.

»

Attending The Long Walk festival (and meeting Michael Long)

»

Australian flagbearer, Lauren Jackson, tweeting about HRAR to 77,000 of her followers on twitter

»

Training colleagues at Barwon CLC to deliver the program

»

Training the Central Australian Aboriginal Legal Service to use Handball for Human Rights

»

Training Victoria Legal Aid staff on the program

»

MIC Multicultural Sports Tournament

»

Supporting the Refugee Action Group Festival

»

Delivering to faith-based schools including the Australian Islamic College, Carmel Jewish School
and St Columba’s.

If you want to keep up to date on this exciting project, follow HRAR on twitter at @AusRights or
register for the e-bulletins.

STRETCHING INDEPENDENCE
with youth & seniors

Youth Referral and Independent Person
Program – YRIPP

The Youth Referral and Independent Person
Program (YRIPP) trains and supports people
working as Independent Persons across Victoria.
YRIPP provides up-to-date training, a statewide IP roster, resources for
police and parents and access to a 24hr legal advice line for young people
in custody.
The law requires that an adult be present during formal police
questioning of a young person under 18 years of age. When a parent or
guardian is unavailable, an adult ‘Independent Person’ is required to be in
attendance.
YRIPP is operated by the Centre for Multicultural Youth (CMY) in partnership
with ECLC and other agencies.

YRIPP has had a busy year again with our Independent Persons
supporting more than 3000 young people in interviews across the state.
This translates into a contribution of well over 9000 hours of volunteer time
to the Youth Justice system.
Of the 3000 interviews, volunteers in the East Metro/Inner City region have
supported 650 young people.
Police continue to report positive feedback about the service and we were
able to roll-out to additional stations of Mt Waverley, Clayton, Burwood and
Rowville stations in the past 12 months.
Children and Young People
Work with children and young people has received an increased focus from
the Centre over the last year.
As well as the extensive education initiatives of the Human Rights are
Aussie Rules program, a number of additional community education
projects were conducted with young people through the year,
YRIPP responds to the needs of a number of young people in contact
with police. Beyond ECLC completed a research and consultation project
regarding youth justice-related services across the East, in partnership with
Gateway LLEN and with support of the Knox and Whitehorse Councils. A
well-attended and engaging Strategic Conversation forum was held in
March and the final Eastern Youth Justice Network Feasibility Project report
published in May.
In addition, the Outer East team have been active participants in the
Better Youth Services Project, led by Yarra ranges Youth Services and now
including the Maroondah and Knox municpailities.

YOUTH REFERRAL & INDEPENDENT PERSONS
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Assistance for more
than 3000 young people.

Seniors Rights
ECLC’s Seniors Rights work, has been gaining momentum and stretching boundaries since its inception
with ECLC in 2010. So much so, that at the conclusion of the State Government funded project in June
2012, the Inner East Primary Care Partnership and Seniors Rights Victoria decided to support ECLC and
continue funding the project for a further 12 months.

try and mitigate the circumstances that the family and the older person find themselves in.

This was great news for the many partners now involved in the project. And in fact, more than 20 cases of
elder abuse have now been referred directly to ECLC’s Boronia or Box Hill offices. This number is increasing
significantly alongside the growing awareness of elder abuse by health professionals in the eastern region.

An excellent example of how effective this network is can be found in a recent case where an older woman
in her 70s needed urgent accommodation as a result of domestic violence. An email went out to EEAN
and within two hours, eight organisations had offered accommodation, referral or support. A new
place to live for the older person was achieved that same day.

This awareness is the result of over 30 workshops and information sessions conducted across the region
to health professionals, including HACC
workers and Seniors
Register
(Victoria
Police) volunteers.
While some elder abuse
cases are straightforward,
involving
a referral to Seniors
Rights Victoria or an
appointment
with
a ECLC’ lawyers for
legal
advice
(usually
relating
to
property, assets or
accommodation issues),
many are complicated
and require the input
of a range of support
services in order to

The Eastern Elder Abuse Network (EEAN), established by the project in early 2011, has proven a valuable
means of collaborating on such cases. The network now has over 60 members representing more than 35
organisations (including councils, Victoria Police, hospitals and government departments).

This success will soon be magnified with the establishment of an innovative IT Case
Conferencing facility, developed with the help of InfoXchange exclusively for EEAN
members who require assistance with known or suspected elder abuse cases.
This has been eagerly awaited and will hopefully be launched this year.
The project has also overseen the publication of another edition of
Older & Wiser (guide to legal issues for older people) in the Yarra
Ranges and the implementation of elder abuse policies and
protocols in a wide range of agencies and councils in the
eastern region.

STRETCHING DIVERSITY
by creating links

In December 2011, Deakin University
Student Association (DUSA) approached
ECLC to discuss whether it was interested
in providing a professional and confidential
legal service for its students.

ECLC, with an established history of providing quality legal advice to
students in the broader community, looked to partner with Barwon
Community Legal Service (BCLS) based in Geelong, where two Deakin
campuses are located.
ECLC & BCLS subsequently formed a partnership to offer a legal
service with our proposal confirmed as successful in February 2012. The
new service, a partnership between DUSA, ECLC & BCLS is coordinated
by Donna Askew with Connie Chen as the Community Lawyer at the
Burwood Campus, with Barwon CLS providing a lawyer at the
Geelong campuses.

The name of the new service is Sort it! Deakin Legal Service for Students
and provides legal advice, information, referral, education and assistance
to currently enrolled Deakin students. The aim of the service is to empower
Deakin students to resolve their legal problems.

Creating links: Young Refugees in Maroondah

The theme of games and education continued through the lunch break when students had an
opportunity to play the recently launched ‘Handball for Human Right’ online game developed by ECLC.
The promise of a free football for everyone able to reach ‘Respect’ (the end of the game) motivated many
students to have a go. Meanwhile, those of us who prefer real-life footy tried to handball through the
Handball for Human Rights live action game.

Excitingly for ECLC the Sort it! Deakin Legal Service for Students is trialling
new areas of law and, in future, methods of service delivery to provide a
targeted service that is responsive to student needs. The service is now
regularly advising students on their employment law rights and supporting students with tenancy concerns - two areas of law not generally offered
by ECLC but now provided specifically to Deakin students.
As you can see by these graphs Employment & Tenancy advice are
running hot, with international students regularly accessing our service this has been one of the major aims and early successes of the service as
ECLC has long recognised the special disadvantage experienced by international students and advocated for a targeted service.

After lunch an Australian College of Dramatic Arts local youth theatre group performed 15 ‘freeze-frame’
scenes addressing a range of issues relevant to all young people covering bullying, drugs, alcohol,
tagging, public safety and more. ECLC’s Community Development worker Amy Johnstone
and Chin community member Damte explored the various legal and social issues with the
audience and then facilitated a lively discussion between the theatre students and the
audience around the issues that they all faced.
ECLC’s two offices situated in Box Hill and Boronia are at the centre of two significant refugee and migrant
communities. The Centre’s community development work seeks to make in-roads into these communities
and create links to foster communication and mutual support.
In November 2010 the Centre participated in a youth forum held by the Centre for Multicultural
Youth. A number of legal issues for young refugees were identified and the idea for a legal education
workshop emerged, through the partnership team of the Maroondah Refugee Action Group with the Eastern
Community Legal Centre as the lead agency. The workshop was held on 26th April, with over 60 students
from three local Maroondah secondary schools and students from the Swinburne TAFE Ucan2 program.
In the morning, stand-up comedian Khaled Khalafalla ran a workshop on racism. Khaled is part of the ‘Stand
Up for Your Rights’ program and focused on what racism actually is and tips on how to deal with it in a
humorous and friendly environment. Students then moved on to a driver safety session run by Max Harris
from the ‘Fit to Drive’ program and Senior Constable Stuart Sorrell. Driver safety was explored through a
series of interactive games and activities. Finally, students moved on to the virtual retail shopping
experience run by Heline Lim from Consumer Affairs Victoria. The virtual shopping experience
demonstrated how and when you could get refunds, your rights in relation to bag searches and the final
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Excitingly for ECLC the Sort it! Deakin Legal Service for
Students is trialling new areas of law.

teaser was how easy it is to be tricked into signing a contract that you do not know or understand.

The day wrapped-up with Senior Constable Stuart Sorrell and ECLC
lawyer Bonnie Renou taking questions on young people’s rights and
responsibilities. All audience members were given a take-away bag of
information and resources, and one participant took away the lucky
door prize – an android tablet.
The feedback from the event has been
overwhelmingly positive and many stakeholders
have already asked when then next event will
be. Stay tuned for more!

STRETCHING BOUNDARIES

No Wrong Door Project for young people , which had its humble beginnings with Yarra Ranges Youth Services and a team of enthusiastic service
providers and is now expanding to Knox and the Maroondah regions – a
very rewarding development.

into outer suburbs

ECLC continues to be involved in many community activities including the
Yarra Junction Family Expo that becomes bigger and grander each year.
This is an opportunity to mix with the locals, share information about the
legal services and we never miss an opportunity to have fun with the kids
playing the Human Rights are Aussie Rules handball game while teaching
them about freedom, respect, equality and dignity.

The Yarra Ranges continues to be an
exciting and vibrant region with a mix of
leafy green suburbs stretching over the
Dandenong Ranges to the Yarra Valley’s
wide open spaces. The vast size of the region
(almost 2500 km2) presents service providers with many challenges on
how best to meet the needs of the various communities.
For a number of years, ECLC has been advocating for a permanent
community legal centre based in the Yarra Ranges. Support for this
expansion was taken to a new level with Yarra Ranges Council formally
endorsing a motion that Council support and advocate for
the establishment of a legal service in the Yarra Valley. The
motion was passed unanimously with Council to write to the
Attorney General and Victoria Legal Aid in support of this expansion.
ECLC particularly appreciates the support of Cr Jeanette McRae in
proposing and advocating this motion as well as Council’s broader
affirmation and encouragement.

The region is still recovering from the Black Saturday bushfires, with families
still trying to rebuild their lives and this is reflected in ongoing legal work
and support for these families which only highlights the growing need to
have an established office in the region. It is hoped that next year we will
be reporting that we have achieved this goal.

ECLC’s work in the Yarra Ranges continues to forge new partnerships
with HICSA, the Healesville Indigenous community Services Association,
with the existing monthly outreach to Healesville Living and Learning
Centre being extended to include regular visits to Oonah, an indigenous
learning space established by Swinburne University which is now the
home of HICSA.
ECLC also continues to visit Yarra Junction, Lilydale and Yarra Glen on a
monthly basis. Outreach is now being held at the recently renovated
Memorial Hall in Yarra Glen and strong partnerships are being developed
with the Yarra Ranges Council that manages this facility.
In addition ECLC continues to be involved with the development of the

STRETCHING BOUNDARIES
Community Legal Education
In the 2011-12 period, ECLC delivered a total of 54 community legal
education activities excluding specialist programs including Seniors
Rights, Deakin University and the Human Rights are Aussie Rules a
Program. This is 14 less sessions than the previous year, but reflects
the team’s desire to be more strategic in their delivery. Approximately
1780 people participated in community legal education, slightly less
than the 1863 people in 2010-11.
ECLC’s current Community Legal Education
identifies several strategic goals. These are:
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
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The Yarra Ranges Council formally endorsed a motion that they
support and advocate for the establishment of a legal service.

In recognition of ECLC’s aim of reaching
disadvantaged communities, the CLE program
wanted to target community services in the region to
improve relationships and develop referral pathways.

(CLE)

plan

conduct social research into the legal needs of identified
disadvantaged communities
target community services through the delivery of CLE
sessions and development of resources
expand the Centre’s online and social media presence to
deliver legal information to the wider community
implement ECLC’s Multicultural Policy through an ECLC
working group, with initiatives targeting culturally and
linguistically diverse communities
establish internal ECLC working groups and action plans
for ‘Indigenous’, ‘Gender Equity’ and ‘Children & Young
People’ issues
work with the Victorian CD-CLEWs network to improve
collaboration between CLCs in the delivery of CLE
conduct a review of evaluation methods

The resources developed for Lunch with Lawyers in
2011 are being finalised for use in CLE workshops
with workers. Eight CLE sessions in 2011-12 were
delivered directly to teams of community workers and
volunteers working with community members.
ECLC has a stronger online and media presence, having developed a
Social Media Policy and launched a Twitter account to promote the
Centre’s activities and engage in online debate.
The Centre has also been working on a range of
communications
including
reviewing
the
suite
of
publications, producing media releases and developing
Twitter campaigns. A major element of Law Week 2012 involved a
series of ‘tweets’ throughout the event.
An ECLC working group has been established and is working
closely with the Centre’s Diversity Consultancy Panel to implement the
Multicultural Policy. In recognition of the needs of recently arrived and
non-english speaking migrants, 14 CLE sessions specifically targeted
culturally and linguistically diverse community groups in 2011-12.
Following a student placement project a translated flyer targeting the
Chin community of the outer east was developed.
ECLC
staff
convened
Federation
of
CLCs’
Community
Development/Community
Legal Education Workers
Network CLEWS

the

network through 2011-12 with a range of projects working to
improve collaboration between CLCs in the delivery of CLE.
A
position
paper
was
drafted
to
assist
CLE
workers
to
respond
to
disclosures
in
CLE.
A
professional development conference was held to explore issues
including adult education principles and delivering programs to
diverse communities.
The
network
has
also
been
influential
in
promoting the Community Legal Education and Reform (CLEAR)
database for CLCs throughout Australia to share project
examples and learnings.

FINANCIAL REPORT
STRETCHING OUR LIVES
with participation

On Thursday, 19 July, ECLC welcomed a
record number of volunteers, partners
and guests (over 90 in fact) to the annual
Volunteers Dinner at Black Lime Restaurant
and Lounge.

ECLC Patron and Chief Magistrate, Ian Gray again hosted the evening and
reminisced about his days as a volunteer with the Centre and reaffirmed
the importance of volunteers in the sector.
This theme was echoed in the address given by our CEO, he spoke about
the purpose and importance of the Community Law Australia campaign,
outlined the key achievements of the Centre over the past 12 months, and
highlighted the Centre’s great desire to stretch resources to do more.
In the special keynote address, David Manne spoke on the topic of ‘small
places doing big things’ and emphasised that the achievements of CLCs
and the volunteers that support them, are not just ‘big’ things, they are also
‘beautiful’ things.
In an account of his team’s work to protect the human and legal
rights of asylum seekers, the audience was left feeling proud of these
accomplishments and re-inspired to work collaboratively for a greater
good.
Special thanks must go to Maurice Blackburn for their event sponsorship
and to Malcolm Cumming in particular, who represented both the firm
and the volunteers, and captured the essence of what it is to be an ECLC
volunteer.
The evening was a resounding success, but could not have been so
without the hard work and support of every staff member. It was truly a
team-effort and one of which we should all be very proud.

VOLUNTEERS’ DINNER
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More than 90 attended the dinner including ECLC
Patron Ian Gray and keynote speaker David Manne.

In the 2011-12 year the Centre had a turnover of $1.2m (2010-11
$1.1m). We generated a modest surplus of $1,593 (2010-11 deficit $(7,616)), indicating that all funds received have been effectively
applied as intended in the objectives of the Centre.
Income for the year of $1,213,402 was up $142,164 (13%) on prior year.
While increases were largely across all income lines, donations and
fundraising for the year of $10,830 was down $5,600 (34%) on prior
year.
Expenditure for the year of $1,211,808 was up $132,954 (12%) on prior

year. Staff costs of $977,549, which make up 80% of the Centre’s costs,
were up $110,475 (13%) on prior year, reflecting a mix of staff changes
and changes to award conditions.
At 30th June 2012, net assets totalled $129,225. Current assets were
$450,801, exceeding current liabilities of $373,282 by a ratio of 1.2:1.0,
indicating the Centre has the capacity to meet its liabilities as and
when they fall due.
The Centre’s statement of cash flows shows that over the year, the
Centre drew down a net $75,902 from its opening cash position

Notes to and forming part of the Financial Statements for the Year ended 30th June 2011
NOTE 1 – STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES
This financial report is a special purpose financial report that has been prepared in accordance with the Australian Accounting Standards, Urgent Issues Group Consensus Views and other authoritative pronouncements of the Australian
Accounting Standards Board.
The financial report has been prepared on an accruals basis and is based on historical costs and does not take into account changing money values or, except where stated, current valuations of non-current assets. Cost is based on the
fair values of the consideration given in exchange for assets. The accounting policies have been consistently applied,
unless otherwise stated.
The following is a summary of the material accounting policies adopted by the economic entity in the preparation of
the financial report.
Fixed assets
Each Class of fixed assets is carried at cost less, where applicable, any accumulated depreciation.
The depreciable amount of all fixed assets are depreciated using the prime cost method or the diminishing value method over their useful lives to the association commencing from the time the asset is held ready for use.
Employee Entitlements
Provision is made for the association’s liability for employee entitlements arising from services rendered by employees to balance date. Employee entitlements expected to be settled within one year together with entitlements arising from wages and salaries, annual leave

to fund net $55,518 operating cash requirements and $20,384 in
acquiring non-current assets.
Overall, the Centre’s financial results for the year and financial
position at 30th June is excellent. The Board commends the CEO and
management team for their prudent financial management.
Tony Monley
Treasurer

and sick leave which will be settled after one year, have been measured at their minimal amount. Other
employee entitlements payable later than one year have been measured at the present value of the
estimated future cash outflows to be made for those entitlements. Contributions are made by the
association to employee superannuation fund and are charged as expenses when incurred.
Goods and Services Tax (GST)
Revenues, expenses and assets are recognized net of the amount of
GST, except where the amount of the GST incurred is not recoverable from the Australian Taxation Office. In these circumstances the GST is recognized as part of the cost of the
acquisition of the asset or as part of an item of the expense. Receivables and payables in the Balance
Sheet are shown inclusive of GST.
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BOX HILL OFFICE
Suite 3, Town Hall Hub
27 Bank Street, Box Hill 3128
Ph: (03) 9285 4822
F: (03) 9285 4833
E: eclc@eclc.org.au T: @Eastern CLC & @AusRights
W: www.eclc.org.au & www.humanrightsareaussierules.org.au
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Monday to Friday 9:00am to 5:00pm
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Inner East: serving the communities of Boroondara, Manningham & Whitehorse
Outreach to:
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F: (03) 9762 9751
Toll free number: 1300 79 70 88
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Outer East: serving the communities of Knox, Maroondah & Yarra Ranges
Outreach to: Rowville, Lilydale, Healesville, Yarra Glen and Yarra Junction.
Ringwood FRC & Ringwood Magistrates’ Court
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